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I find it very dubious that the government wants to use organizations that are partly 
funded by them. This feels incorrect to me as we need independent voices rather 
than those who are under influence of government. This must not happen for the 

playing field to be fair and open. When was the last time we saw a charity 
campaigning against institutional child abuse? I certainly have not came across one 
to date. Proof the government does not want focus on pedophile networks. On the 
other hand charities doing work to support survivors of abuse have been threatened 
more than once with being closed down. 

I must ask why the Scottish government feels the need to exclude me in 

consideration of future developments. This is very undermining and without my 
contribution none of this would of ever happened. So I will ask the government "why 
have you blackballed me". The Scottish government needs notified of this. Recent 
events I have tried to over come are police pressure from investigation of institutional 

pedophile networks. This includes police Scotland and also down south. I have found 
my house being under surveillance and must ask for parliament protection in the 
work i do.  

Most notably queen street police station in Aberdeen who really don't like my efforts 
due to the evidence i have. A website i was involved with who has had millions of 
views has been shut down with no reason. All it did was share and copy articles. It 

was going strong for 5 years and now it is gone. It is very evident to me the 
establishment does not like anti child abuse sites to have a real voice. One of the 
many reasons i have called for this petition because i know the scale that institutional 
pedophiles have gained.  

The governments stance on making its own mandatory reporting system has not 
been answered and i must ask the question "do both governments have a UK wide 

network of abusers involved". That is the only rational explanation i can come up 
with. Behind this opinion i have solid facts of a UK wide child abuse network having 
huge control in the UK. This network is known as the violate club and involves 
extremely powerful individuals who have direct power. I also know for a fact their are 

members of this club who operate in hollyrood. Will this problem of child abuse ever 
be solved if governments are shutting down blogs and controlling charities? I doubt 
it. There needs to be a significant shift in power for this to end. From child abuse 
movies, pictures to snuff movies i have tried so hard to expose these evils but now i 

really do feel threatened and must consider either taking it to a new level or calling it 
quits. I am getting zero protection and being a vulnerable adult with autism with 
various disabilities this should not be happening. Why me after all the good i have 
done could this be possibly happening?  

The government recently gave me a reply that sums up this whole mess "we can do 
nothing to highlight individual cases of abuse but value children's safety paramount" 

What an utter joke of a SNP government who's actions have failed many individual 
cases. There are currently 72 places of abuse in Scotland alone i have been made 
aware of. To cut it short they know cases they have failed to act still exist to this day 
but refuse to act. Why? Simply because institutional pedophile networks DO exist 



and control the highest levels of the SNP. From missing files to destroyed records of 
abuse from within their own ranks to covering up prominent abusers this government 
makes me sick to my stomach. I apologize if my language is very strong but i am 

nothing but passionate for the protection of children and against the filth who abuse 
them because it brings me back to square one and the abuse i have experienced. 
This situation is real and it really hurts me deeply inside. 


